Gift Guide

A COLLECTION OF AUTISM FRIENDLY GIFT IDEAS FROM OUR PARTNERS
1. 14.5" LAVA LAMP RAINBOW GLITTER - CLEAR/GOLD - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
2. ELECTRIC JELLYFISH MOOD LIGHT (14in.) - LEARNING TREE, OKC
3. NEE DOH FIDGETS - LEARNING TREE, OKC & BLUE SEVEN, OKC
4. SURFLOOR LIQUID FLOOR TILE - EXTRA LARGE - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
5. TANGLE FIDGETS - LEARNING TREE, OKC
6. AIR FORT - STARRY NIGHT - LEARNING TREE, OKC
7. AFO SENSORY KIT, WWW.AUTISMFOUNDATIONOK.ORG
1. MOLUK BILIBO SEAT - LEARNING TREE, OKC
2. PLAN TOYS WOODEN BALANCE BOARD - LEARNING TREE, OKC
3. HEARTSONG 6-FOOT WEATHER RESISTANT HANGING WOVEN ROPE TUNNEL BRIDGE FOR KIDS (UP TO 400 LBS) - LEARNING TREE, OKC
4. 132 HOLE AUTOMATIC BUBBLE MAKER - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
5. A COWBOY KIDS CLUB MEMBERSHIP AT THE NATIONAL COWBOY AND WESTERN HERITAGE MUSEUM, OKC
1. Speks Matte Geode - Pentagons 12-Piece Set - Blue Seven, OKC
2. US Games Systems Famous Inventors Card Game - Learning Tree, OKC
3. Little Hands Card Holder - Learning Tree, OKC
4. SmartGames IQ Stars Travel Game - Blue Seven, OKC
5. Name the Emoticon Card Game - Blue Seven, OKC
7. Tender Leaf Toys What’s Up Wooden Face Expressions Playset - Learning Tree, OKC
8. Mukikim The Genius Square Toy - Learning Tree, OKC
1. HAPE SQUEEZE & SQUIRT BATH TOY - LEARNING TREE, OKC
2. GLOPALS LIGHT UP SENSORY WATER TOY - LEARNING TREE, OKC
3. FOZZI’S MEGA SIZE, BATH FOAM AEROSOL FOR KIDS - LEARNING TREE, OKC
4. FRED MATCH UP SNACK TRAY - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
5. FRED DINNER WINNER KIDS FOOD TRAY - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
6. CONSTRUCTIVE EATING MADE IN THE USA DINOSAUR COMBO WITH UTENSIL SET AND PLATE - LEARNING TREE, OKC
1. CANDYLAB TOYS CASTOR SET - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
2. KIKKERLAND MAKE YOUR OWN LEVITATION BALL - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
3. STEVE SPANGLER SCIENCE ALL ABOUT AIR SCIENCE KIT - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
4. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PURPLE CRYSTAL GROWING LAB - LEARNING TREE, OKC
5. PROFESSOR MAXWELL'S VR UNIVERSE - VIRTUAL REALITY SPACE AND INTERACTIVE STEM LEARNING SET - LEARNING TREE, OKC
6. MINDWARE ART-CHITECT 3-D HOME MODEL BUILDING KIT - LEARNING TREE, OKC
7. FUN IN MOTION TOYS SHASHIBO CUBE - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
8. OWL PUKE DISSECTION KIT - LEARNING TREE, OKC
9. PIXIO ABSTRACT AMPHIBIO MAGNETS - BLUE SEVEN, OKC
Happy Holidays from the Autism Foundation of Oklahoma!